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The 1972-1973 austral summer marked the third and
final field season of reconnaissance geologic mapping by
the U.S. Geological Survey in the mountains of the
Lassiter Coast, near the base of the Antarctic Peninsula.
The area mapped (approximately 73 0S. 63 0W.) during
the third season borders the Weddell Sea and includes,
from south to north, the Playfair, Werner, and Dana
mountains of the northern Lassiter Coast, and an un-
named range in the southern Black Coast. Rowley
(1973) summarizes the geology of this region; a more
detailed description of the rocks immediately to the
south of the area is given by Williams et al. (1972).
Briefly, the rocks of the Lassiter Coast consist of in-
tensely folded Upper Jurassic sandstones and siltstones,
intruded and contact-metamorphosed by plutons rang-
ing in composition from diorite to granite and aver-
aging granodiorite to quartz monzonite. Folding is
interpreted either to predate or to be synchronous with
intrusions of the plutons. Numerous dikes of mostly

porphyritic to even-grained dacite or andesite intrude
both sedimentary rocks and plutons.

All plutons for which radiometric ages are available
are Middle Cretaceous. Eight recently determined potas-
sium-argon ages from plutons and from a single dike of
the southern and central Lassiter Coast range between
95 and 119 million years; three of these were deter-
mined by Dr. A. H. Clark, Dr. Edward Farrar, and Ms.
Sandra McBride, all of Queen's University, Ontario, and
the remainder were determined by Mr. H. H. Mehnert,
U.S. Geological Survey. These ages are similar to the
102- to 109-million-year ages of plutonic rocks and one
dike from eastern Ellsworth Land (Halpern, 1967).
None of the outcrops sampled for this paleomagrtetic
study has been dated.

During the season 130 separately oriented rock
samples were taken at 24 outcrops that included six sites
in the more mafic plutonic rocks or mafic border faFies
of plutons, three sites from mafic inclusions in grano-
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diorite, 14 sites from various dike rocks, and one site
from an outcrop of Upper Jurassic(?) metavolcanics.
Following the criteria of Irving (1964), wherever possi-
ble at least five samples were collected at each site. One
core from each sample was cleaned progressively in
peak alternating magnetic fields up to 400 oe., and the
remanent directions of magnetization were measured on
a modified Marathon Oil Company spinner magnetom-
eter in the laboratory of Dr. E. Larson, University of
Colorado, Boulder. A site was defined as being paleo-
magnetically stable if, at some cleaning level above the
natural remanence (NRM), N (the number of samples)

5 and cc (the half angle of the cone of 95 percent
confidence) <25 0 . The cleaning level with the smallest
cc was chosen to represent the locality. Twelve sites
met these requirements (table).

All stable rocks are normally polarized. In fact, un-
stable dike rocks, while possessing directions too dis-
persed to define a reliable virtual geomagnetic pole,
indicate normal polarity. Six other dikes sampled to the
south, during the 1969-1970 field season, also are all
normally magnetized (unpublished data). The possi-
bility exists that these rocks were remagnetized during
a normal polarity epoch; no evidence has been found to
support the existence of a period of regional heating or
alteration, however, since emplacement of these igneous
rocks.

Heisley and Steiner (1969) propose that between
about 80 and 110 million years ago the earth's magnetic
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Virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) positions (small dots) calculated
from northern Lassiter Coast dikes. Larger dots represent the two
VGPs for northern Lassiter Coast plutonic rocks. The small, solid
diamond represents the VGP for the northern Lassiter Coast me-
tabasalt. The sampling area is indicated by a solid square. Solid
triangles represent (1) the mean VGP for all Lassiter Coast lo-
calities in the table (except Ke71), (2) the mean VGP calcu-
lated from 14 Andean intrusive localities in the northern Antarc-
tic Peninsula (Blundell, 1962; Dalziel et of., 1973), (3) the mean
VGP from four Lower Cretaceous plutons in Marie Byrd Land
(Scharnberger and Sharon, 1972), and (4) the mean Middle
Jurassic pole from the Transantarctic Mountains (Beck, 1972).
Poles 1 and 2 are surrounded by the 95 percent circles of confi-

dence. (Schmidt equal area projection.)

Mean directions of remanent magnetization and virtual geomagnetic poles (vGP) for stable localities.*

Lati-	Longi-	Rock type	N	D	I	Best demagnet-	k	cc95	 VGP

tude	tude	 ization level	 Paleo-	Paleo-
°S.	°W.	 (oe)	 latitude longitude

73.8	62.8	f.gr. mafic dike	5	36	-83	200	39.5	12.3	81 0 S.	1170W.
73.5	62.7	hb. lamprophyre	6	83	-71	100	73.8	7.9	540S.	1370W.

dike -
73.5	62.7	c.gr.hb.diorite;	5	13	-84	200	99.8	7.7	850S.	950W.

plutonic
73.1	62.8	hb. diorite dike	5	91	-88	200	20.7	17.2	730S.	760W.
73.2	62.2	mafic inclusions	6	42	-85	100	132.1	5.9	760S.	1410W.

in granodiorite
metabasalt	5	44	-45	100	85.2	8.3	380S.	1680E.
f.gr. mafic dike	6	128	-76

	200	18.5	16.4	si°S.	980W.
f.gr. mafic dike	9	346	-63	50	48.0	7.5	600S.	1200E.
f.gr. andesite dike	6	77	-80	200	369.4	3.5	680S.	1190W.
f.gr. mafic dike	7	294	-66

	50	19.8	13.9	530S.	300W.
andesite dike	5	6	-82	100	241.1	4.9	880S.	1290W.
granodiorite	6	330	-52

	200	72.3	7.9	470S.	790E.
porphyry dike

'he statistical parameters are: N, the number of samples; D, the mean declination; I, the mean inclination; k, the estimate of the
sion parameter, and cc the half angle of the cone of 95 percent confidence. For each locality, only the level of demagnetiza-
with the smallest cc 95 is presented (see Irving, 1964, for a discussion of these parameters). Rock abbreviations: f.gr. = fine
Led; c.gr.	coarse grained; hb. = hornblende.

Locality

Ke20
Ke35

Ke39

Ke53
Ke62

Ke71	72.8	63.2
Ro234B	73.5

	62.9
Ro311C	72.8

	63.2
R0314B	72.9	62.4
Ro3121B	72.5	62.9
Bo 	73.4

	
63.0

Bo 	72.8	63.2
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field was normally polarized and no reversals of the field
occurred. If this is true, then the observation that almost
30 separate igneous localities are all normally mag-
netized would suggest that the intrusion of these rocks
occurred during this Cretaceous normal polarity epoch.
This is supported by petrologic and chemical data that
also suggest that intrusion of most dikes in the Lassiter
Coast closely followed that of the plutons (Rowley, per-
sonal communication, 1973).

The remanent direction of sample Ke71, a metabasalt,
is considerably displaced from the others, but it is pre-
mature to speculate on the meaning of this anomalous
direction. The thermal and tectonic history of the
magnetization for this rock is complex. The basalt was
extruded probably during the Late Jurassic and was
folded and metamorphosed prior to or during Middle
Cretaceous plutonism.

The figure shows the position of the virtual geomag-
netic poles (voPs) of rocks from the northern Lassiter
Coast and other parts of West Antarctica. The mean
VGP for the nine stable dikes plus the two stable plutons
lies at 890S. 105 0E. (cc. is 9.7 0 ), virtually at the geo-
graphic South Pole. The mean plutonic VGP (for Ke39
and Ke62) is 82 0S. 1000E., also near the geographic
pole. These results indicate that little latitudinal change
in the Antarctic Peninsula's position has occurred since
the Middle Cretaceous. Because the inclination of the
paleomagnetic vector at this latitude is so steep, past
rotation about a local vertical axis would be extremely
difficult to measure; no such rotation can be discerned
from the results of this study.

In support of these results Blundell (1962) and Dal-
ziel et al. (1973), from paleomagnetic studies of plu-
tonic (Andean) rocks from the northern Antarctic
Peninsula, report no evidence for either oroclinal bend-
ing or north-south drift since the Late Mesozoic. The
mean VGP calculated from 14 plutonic localities pre-
sented in these two studies is 87 0S. 162°W. (cc 95 =
5.2 0), also near the geographic pole (fig.). As is
the case for the Lassiter Coast rocks, however, the
steep mean inclinations of the paleomagnetic vector at
the northern Antarctic Peninsula sampling localities make
it extremely difficult to attempt an evaluation of possible
oroclinal rotation.

Scharnberger and Sharon (1972) studied Lower Cre-
taceous plutons and younger (undated) dikes from
Marie Byrd Land. The calculated VGPs from these rocks
diverge widely from the present pole position; their
mean plutonic VGP is shown in the figure. This result,
compared with the results from the Antarctic Penin-
sula, supports the idea that West Antarctica is comprised
of at least two continental blocks of differing drift his-
tories during the past 100 million years (Ford, 1972;
Elliot, 1972; Beck, 1972).
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Work is continuing on additional paleomagnetic
samples collected along the Lassiter Coast during pre-
vious field seasons. This study was supported by Na-
tional Science Foundation grant AG-187.
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